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The Australian-born Percy Grainger (1882-1961) was an internationally renowned composer and concert 

pianist who lived at 7 Cromwell Place in White Plains for the last 40 years of his life. Percy’s historic 

house (built in 1893 by banker, David Cromwell) remains today furnished as it was during Grainger’s 

lifetime, a dramatic living testimony to the life and times of a multi-faceted genius. It is one of the 

cultural gems of Westchester County history and a site visited by a steady stream of seekers from all 

over the world.  Tour are conducted for groups and individuals on a regular basis.  

Grainger was a man of many seasons– not only a composer and pianist but a musical folklorist, wind 

band arranger, polyglot, watercolorist, early music expert, clothing designer, prodigious letter writer and 

essayist, and philosophical thinker. His popular musical works like “Country Gardens” and “Molly on the 

Shore” were best-sellers of the early twentieth century music world, while his experiments in avant-

garde music anticipated many artistic developments in the later twentieth century and beyond. Today, 

his music is performed even more widely than during his lifetime. 

Our mission is to preserve the music, legacy, home, and artifacts of Percy Grainger. Currently. we are in 

progress with a restoration of the physical structure of the house and an enlargement of the sorting, 

classification, and display of artifacts that render Percy Grainger a living presence to a new generation of 

visitors.   

  

Spring, 2020, Event 

 

We are exploring the use of the house for music (and other) programs and concerts.   Over the past 

three years we have done a number of concerts (and lectures) on a stand-alone basis.  The format for 

concerts has been: formalize the program about 8-12 weeks prior to the concert, promote locally (with 

limited social media), then present the recital in the living room with a small reception afterwards.  We 

would like to polish (possibly expand or change) this format and integrate the Grainger House into the 

local concert/music scene.  We would also like to explore sponsorship.      

During the past year, we have refurbished the 1892 Steinway piano and have sent the harmonium out 

for repairs.  The repairs will be completed in April 2020.  We have a returning pianist and music 

professor, Richard Masters, who along with IPGS board members, violaist Vincent Lionti and organist 

Mark N. Grant, will present a concert on Sunday, May 3, 2020 at 2 pm.  

We would like to examine our present format and make suggestions to improve it, creating a new 

template for future events.  Then, we would like suggestions to place it in the context of both other local 

events as well as other additional complimentary programs for expanded use of the historic house.  

 



Priorities 

Organizational and community-building interests. This might include ways to Invite new people, 

increase sponsorships and invent streamlined concert details.  It would include setting the tone for 

increased respect in the arts community and nurturing our message. 

You should have demonstrable knowledge of and savvy participation in social media, notably 
participation in forums, groups, fan pages, etc. related to music. We currently use Facebook, Twitter, 
Instagram and YouTube and would like each to be more integrated into our website and carry a 
consistent message.   

 

Tasks 

The event planning role, leading up to the May 3 concert, would be to develop an innovative concert 

format with clear-cut, written roles/task list for planning, publicity, presentation, and evaluation.  Our 

board of trustees and other volunteers might assume these tasks.   

1. Target. Identify who our target audiences are, and then think deeply about what would motivate 
them to attend our concerts. Make a list of similar audiences and strategize outreach.  
 
2. Curate. With our audience in mind, design an interesting, unique concert format that fits our style, 
will appeal to our intended listeners and can be artistically performed in the Grainger House. 
 
3. Organize. Recruit collaborators, coordinate a rehearsal, deal with piano tuning, address sound issues, 
manage and promote ticket distribution.  That is, make a precise list of steps far in advance of a concert 
date.  It is anticipated that board members will take on some or all of these roles, but they will need a 
defined list of tasks. Create a structured format for future events that includes scheduling, 
funding/sponsorships and audience development.  
 
4. Manage. In conjunction with the Treasurer, and based on past experiences, create a budget listing 
our expenses and sources of income, including sponsorships and ticket sales. 
 
5. Market. Craft an announcement, finalized the program and begin promoting the event on social 
media, and otherwise spreading the word. 
 
6. Present. Manage the attendance, audience seating and reception.  
 
7. Evaluate. Seek feedback from collaborators, audience members and board so that we can use what 
we learned to make our subsequent concerts more successful.  Submit your report to the board. 
 
 

For further information or to apply 

Stipend: $1,000/month. Part time.  Flexible hours.   



Please send resume (or background summary) with a brief statement of how you, as a musician,  might 

bring Grainger-esque depth, innovation and sparkle to our community-based concerts by March 15, 

2020 to: GraingerSocietyMusician@gmail.com 

 

 

 


